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PRESS RELEASE - April 2020

The BNE Archive - Phase One. 

Trans:Com re-releases four classic Brisbane independent electronic 
music productions 

Following on from its awe-inspiring BNE project - the amazing book and USB 
archive that celebrates 35 years of Brisbane independent electronic music 
productions, Brisbane record label Trans:Com has embarked on a long term 
project to re-release long unavailable productions from Brisbane’s finest 
electronic music artists.

Planned as collector’s editions on CD and vinyl, the BNE Archive releases 
have been brought forward on digital platforms to offer fans some amazing 
new music during these difficult times. 

Phase One of this BNE Archive has just been released to Bandcamp and 
Apple Music, and includes four amazing albums by Jandy Rainbow, Ande 
Foster, Victor Xray and Pure Bunk that have been out of print for many 
years.

Available now at transcom.bandcamp.com and on Apple / iTunes.

Read on for more details of each release.
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          Jandy Rainbow 
          “H.2.Oscillate”

H.2.Oscillate was originally released in 2001 through Soundhive and has been impossible 
to find for nearly 20 years. This remarkable album was the culmination of two challenging 
years in the studio for Jandy Rainbow; who is such an essential part of the Brisbane techno 
underground. 

H.2.Oscillate is a deep and beautiful journey through a subaquatic-like world of synthesis, 
and the album contains smooth tribal elements infused with house, trance, and techno; 
always transfused in Jandy’s unique way. Every phat and squelchy bassline on the album was 
programmed from vintage analogue synths including Roland SH09 and a Devilfish-modded 
TB303. 

““H2Oscillate was a project on the transformative, power of the element. Towards the end, just 
releasing the finished project, became an unspeakable challenge. Without the assistance of 
my friend Ande, it may never have been mixed!” Jandy Rainbow, 2020

This new expanded edition also includes two rare bonus Jandy Rainbow tracks from the 
legendary Dragonflight 2 and 4ZZZ Cybernana compilations of the period.

 
          Ande Foster
          “Dansetracks”

Composing with computers since 1993, Ande Foster was part of an underground movement 
in east coast Australia including Clan Analogue and Trans:Com. Infiltrating the pub rock 
dominated scene and performing live dance music, Ande was part of this active and daring 
crew of originators. In 1996 a move to Japan brought an opportunity to perform and be 
involved in dance festivals in outdoor locations such as Mt Fuji and in many of the clubs 
around Tokyo’s Rappongi, Shinjuku and Shibuya districts. After returning to Australia, 
Ande and his partner Su established the Soundhive audio production company, as well as 
performing at and helping out with the legendary Dragonflight outdoor dance festival crew.

As the name suggests, Dansetracks compiles some of Ande’s most remarkable trance, 
techno and drum & bass produced between 1998 and 2002; greatly expanding on his ultra 
limited edition Connect To Source CDR issued by Soundhive in 2002. 

“At the turn of the millennium, Doofs became noticed by the authorities and underground 
events were under the spotlight. Go further underground or go legit were the only two options. 
I felt the same way about my music career: either write music completely for business, or 
for myself with no expectations. Still dreaming about dirt dance floors, these tracks got their 
chance to shake the subs; sometimes in far flung fields, or somewhere on a city stage.” Ande 
Foster, 2020
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          Victor Xray 
          “Lamplighter”

Lamplighter, Scot McPhee’s classic 2010 dubstep album - previously only issued on his 
Xray Dubs website and for a long time unavailable - flew under the radar and richly deserves 
this reissue. Scot’s Victor Xray project explored smooth dubstep and hyperdub influences, 
melded with the breakbeat & dub of Scot’s earlier incarnations including Now:Zero and G-Type 
Nerve Agent. 

Debuting with his Dark Arts Of Dub EP in 2007, Scot performed as Victor Xray a number of 
times including feature appearances at Trans:Com’s Silhouette Series and Upgrade events, 
as well as producing dub-style remixes for Projekt Inertia and The Isle. 

“Freaked out by suburban Brisbane and stoned outta my gourd… what the hell was I thinking!” 
Scot McPhee, 2020.

       The Kilgore  
         Trout Combustion
          “Pure Bunk”

Andy Bagley and Michael Nolan - aka The Kilgore Trout Combustion - released their 
debut album Pure Bunk, on cassette, in 1991; in that youthful glory phase of an arty band’s 
existence, when they anticipated great and widespread success while paradoxically expecting 
to alienate people with clever outsiderness. With their ‘musical bulkheads blown’ by the likes 
of Nitzer Ebb and Skinny Puppy, they applied modern composition techniques to industrial 
music; combining an idiosyncratic framework of discordant and sometimes gear-shifting 
rhythms, with hoarse vocals gilded with heavy sarcasm and word experimentation.

Performing such stuff live was a strong-willed undertaking in the Brisbane music scene of the 
late ’80s and early ’90s. Particularly in hot pants. The pubs weren’t receptive, and frankly the 
sound engineers didn‘t know what to do with “a band” that required perhaps 16 DIs for the 
banks of synths, and, even at full tempest, a well separated sound. They found their place 
instead deeper in the underground.

“Imagine these songs delivered at staggering volume, frequently sounding like there were 
two or three of them playing over each at once, which was sometimes the acoustic result of 
playing cavernous rooms to a few people keeping themselves to the margins for reasons of 
eardrum protection and cool. I can’t express enough how I adore these patchy memories.” 
Michael Nolan, 2020.

For Trans:Com - long-time admirers & supporters of this band which “pulled an Icehouse” 
by taking their debut album title as their later band name - it is a deep joy to re-release this 
incredible (and incredibly important) set of industrial electronica from Brisbane’s original 
masters of the genre.


